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Neutron Detectors

fluence meters:

moderated detector (Bonner sphere, Snoopy, REM Meter)

(detour: radiation protection basics)

bubble counter

gross physical dose meter:

ionization chamber

microdosimeters:

track-etch plate (CR-39)

tissue-equivalent proportional chamber (Rossi counter)

solid-state array



Moderated Detectors

This is your basic area monitor. A neutron moderator which slows neutrons to thermal
energy (0.025 eV, 2 km/s) surrounds a small detecting element which has a very high
cross section for thermal neutrons. The simplest moderator is a polyethylene (CH2)
sphere. Three possible detecting reactions are:

3Li6 (n,α) 1H
3 (4.787 MeV) Li6 I(Eu) scintillator (somewhat obsolete)

5B
10(n,α)3Li7 (2.78 MeV) BF3 gas proportional counter

2He3(n,p)1H
3 (0.764 MeV) He3 gas proportional counter

High efficiency and good γ rejection are desirable. Basically this detector is a neutron
fluence meter but if the moderator is properly designed the detector’s response can
approximate the biologically equivalent dose to the human body. In that case the
detector is called a REM (Roentgen Equivalent Man) meter.

In general, moderated detectors are quite sensitive. A typical 10″ Bonner sphere
yields 14,000 counts/mrem as calibrated with a moderated Am-Be source (4.86×10-5

mrem/sec at 1 m). A ‘Snoopy’ BF3 detector (Andersson-Braun moderator, somewhat
directional) is only slightly less sensitive (9,000 cts/mrem). Indeed, when moderated
detectors are used to measure neutron dose to the patient the beam intensity must be
reduced well below the therapy value.



From Bramblett et al., ‘A new type of neutron spectrometer,’ Nucl. Instr. Meth. 9

(1960) 1-12 . They first noted that a series of ‘Bonner spheres’ of different sizes

exposed at the same point could measure (crudely) the neutron energy distribution

at that point, and that a 12″ diameter sphere had a relative response at each

neutron energy proportional (within a factor 2) to the neutron effective dose at

that energy (total counts = total eff. dose to a person standing there).



From Bramblett et al. : measured response of Bonner spheres of various

diameters to monoenergetic neutrons of different energies. The smaller spheres

slow the neutrons down less so their response peaks at lower energy. In the large

spheres, low energy neutrons are apt to be captured by H before reaching the

detector, accounting for the low response. Since this paper, more accurate

response curves have been computed with the aid of Monte-Carlo programs.



Basic Problems for Neutron Dosimetry

Radiation protection is concerned with setting limits on unwanted dose for the

patient, the staff (‘radiation workers’) of the facility, and the general public (Yawkey

Center and Liberty Hotel).

Assuming we are concerned with the long-term (‘stochastic’) effects of very low

doses, we don’t know what those are, and it is in principle almost impossible to find

out. Most existing numbers are from Hiroshima survivors (‘Health Risks from

Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation,’ BEIR VII Phase 2, Nat’l Research

Council (2006) (406 pp))

It is usually assumed that the dose-response curve for such doses is linear. Some

ballpark risk values (BEIR VII), averaged over male/female and age: incidence of

cancer (all causes) 41%; mortality from cancer 20%; lifetime attributable risk of

mortality from solid cancer from radiation ≈ 5%/Sv.

Even if we knew how bad neutron dose is for you (RBE, Q, weight factors) the next

problem is that it is very hard to measure. Neutron fluences generated by proton

accelerators depend in a complicated way on direction and neutron energy, and both

factors affect the sensitivity of neutron detectors. The size, composition and

orientation of the detector and/or phantom can have a strong effect on the number

of counts recorded.





From the 2007 recommendations of the ICRP (Publ. 103). Absorbed dose

weighting factor for neutrons when computing equivalent dose in a tissue or organ.

Neutrons are considered most deleterious at ~1 MeV where the RBE for low-dose

stochastic effects (cancer induction) is around 20. Opinions change with time, but

there is considerable bias against large changes in recommendations because of

regulatory consequences.



A neutron detector is considered to be an ideal area monitor if it responds to

neutrons according to this curve (ICRP Publ. 74, Figure 31). It is then deemed to

measure H*(10), the ambient dose equivalent at a depth of 10 mm in the ICRU

sphere (a standard phantom). Simple Bonner spheres, even large ones, have

trouble at the high end. They under-respond to the high energy neutrons

prevalent in proton therapy. Most of the literature and developmental work in

moderated counters is devoted to fixing this problem by means of more

sophisticated moderators (Andersson-Braun, WENDI ...) Unfortunately, most

of the fixes yield a non-isotropic detector response (and a heavy detector).



This graph (Olsher et al. Health Physics 79(2) (2000) 170-181 shows how well the

WENDI moderator design performs against the standard (H*(10), NCRP 38) and

against several other moderator designs. Some moderators achieve a better result at

the expense of isotropic response.



A modern neutron survey meter

(Ludlum Model 12-4). The moderator is

a 9″ diameter cadmium-loaded

polyethylene sphere and the detector is

a He3 gas proportional counter.

In a modern proton therapy center a

number of such meters will be mounted

at various locations, feeding data to a

central point where it is recorded, to

monitor neutron dose to staff and the

general public.



From Bramblett et al. This pulse-

height spectrum tells us nothing

about the neutron energy spectrum!

It is merely the scintillator response

to the monoenergetic capture of a

thermal neutron. Pu-Be puts out

very few γ rays, so there is almost

no background.

Ra-Be has far more γ rays giving the

rising background. This would be

nearly absent if a BF3 or He3 gas

counter were used instead of the

Li6I scintillator. Even so, a pulse-

height discriminator set at the arrow

will eliminate most of the γ-ray

counts.



Around 1990 we were charged with

monitoring neutron dose in

buildings adjacent to HCL for

compliance with Harvard’s safety

standards. We placed a detector,

electronics and computer on a cart.

This ‘roving neutron monitor’ was

left at various locations for a week

at a time.

The counting rate was very low so

the computer could record total

charge and time of arrival for each

pulse. Later, these data could be

correlated with the date/time

stamped cyclotron log to see which

of the four beams was in use.



Roving neutron monitor. The detector was a moderated BF3 counter calibrated with

an AmBe neutron source. The data-logging system was a homemade HV supply,

preamp and 8-bit pulse digitizer with an RS-232 serial interface to a Bondwell laptop

computer with two floppy drives (no hard drive) and an early version of DOS.

Because of the very low counting rate the computer was easily able to record each

pulse height with a time stamp. The monitor was left at remote locations for a week

or so after suitable reassurances to the occupants.



This integrated pulse height spectrum from the cylindrical BF3 proportional counter

confirms that the neutron detector was working properly and that the discriminator

threshold was reasonable. The shape is due both to the pulse height resolution and

the fact that tracks traverse different lengths in the gas tube.





The previous slide shows neutron

dose at a single location correlated

with various HCL beams. The

treatment day is clearly visible as is

cosmic ray neutron background

while the machine is off.

These data, combined with the

mrem/ct obtained with a known

neutron source, could be used to

draw a dose map for typical HCL

operations at various distant

locations. Thereafter, it was only

necessary to monitor four fixed

locations.

The cosmic n background (2-4

mrem/yr) agrees with the accepted

value. It is lower on the lower

floors of a building because of

shielding by intervening concrete.



Ionization Chamber

Neutrons ultimately produce ionizing radiation which can be detected with

something as simple as a large plane-parallel ion chamber (PPIC). Of course this

will detect total ionization from protons, neutrons, γ’s and ions, but if one is

reasonably certain (say from a Monte Carlo) that the radiation is mostly neutrons

(for instance, on the beam axis just downstream of the Bragg peak) this is a simple

technique.

A PPIC measures physical dose (D, not H) to the extent that W (energy per ion

pair) is independent of energy. One needs a large PPIC because the physical dose

rate is ~104 smaller than the proton dose rate. Thus, one might use an active

volume ~30 cm3 (e.g. PTW 233612) rather than the 0.02 cm3 (Markus chamber)

that might be used to scan the Bragg peak itself.

Some calibration uncertainty results from the variation of W in air for various

particle species that might be produced but W = 34 eV/ion pair = 34 J/C

(protons) is a reasonable compromise. The water/air stopping power ratio also

varies with particle species and energy but overall, the calibration error is about

±5%, very good for neutron work, and the calibration is absolute because the active

volume of a large PPIC is well determined by its dimensions.



Moyers et al. ‘Leakage and scatter

radiation from a double-scattering

based proton beamline,’ Med.

Phys. 35 (2008) 128-144. This

figure compares physical neutron

and total doses measured and

inferred from various detectors to

Monte Carlo calculations. The ion

chamber point (LPPIC, green)

agrees well with the MC

prediction of total dose.











Curve courtesy of  Bubble Technology Industries, Chalk River, Ontario, 2007. Shows 

that BD-PND is a rem meter between 0.2 and ~20 MeV.



CR-39 is a near tissue-equivalent thermosetting polymer sensitive to charged

particles of LET ≥ 5 keV/μm (50 MeV/cm, corresponding to a ~10 MeV

proton in water). An ion traversing the CR-39 breaks chemical bonds in the

polymer, producing latent damage along the trajectory. After exposure, the

detector is etched in 6.25 N NaOH at 50°C, converting the damage trails to

conical pits which can be measured with an optical microscope. The size of

the elliptical opening of each track is proportional to the LET of the charged

particle that produced it. By measuring many tracks one can infer an LET

spectrum and therefore, dose and dose equivalent.

CR-39 is used in commercial dosimetry systems or, sometimes, by experts in

in-house experiments. Commercial dosimeters use a polyethylene converter to

produce proton recoils from fast neutrons and/or a borated converter to

produce α’s from thermal neutrons.

CR-39 Track Etch Detectors
(description courtesy George Coutrakon, LLUMC)



From Cartwright et al. ‘A nuclear

track recording polymer of

unique sensitivity and resolution,’

Nucl. Instr. Meth. 153 (1978) 457-

460, evidently the first paper to

tout CR-39.

Track-etch techniques per se had

been used for some time, but the

uniform response, high sensitivity

and ‘superb optical quality’ made

CR-39 superior.

Track-etch techniques are widely

used outside neutron detection:

cosmic ray studies, free quark

searches, monopole searches ...

There is an extensive literature.







The pattern of energy (dose) deposition by a particle, not just the total energy

deposited, is very important in determining the biological effect. Low LET

particles (γ’s, protons) produce single hits in many cells. Neutrons (via low energy

protons from glancing collisions) produce multiple hits in fewer cells. These are

difficult for the cell to repair, leading to a larger biological effect.

Microdosimetry is the art of measuring not just average dose but the pattern of

dose deposition at the cellular scale. Macroscopic counters mimic the cellular scale

by using tissue-equivalent gas as the detection medium. One detects single events

(beam intensity must be reduced) and logs the energy deposited in each event

using a pulse-height analyzer.

Unlike moderated counters and ionization chambers, which are relatively easy to

use, LET counters and their associated data logging and analysis require

considerable care and are best left to experts. If you are seriously interested in

microdosimetry, ICRU Report 36 is required reading. Our description is very

abridged and meant only to allow one to read the literature on unwanted neutron

dose with some understanding.

LET Counters (Rossi counters)



‘Rossi’ counter, from ICRU 36. Both

the spherical shell and the fill gas are

tissue equivalent. A track crosses the

sphere, secondary electrons (the final

product of any ionizing particle) drift

towards the helix/wire assembly, and

are multiplied by the avalanche process

between the helix and the wire. The

resulting charge pulse, further amplified

and filtered, has a height proportional to

the charge (therefore energy) deposited

by that single event.

Many such pulses are accumulated in a

pulse-height analyzer. Because of the

large dynamic range, data are taken at

several overlapping electronic gain

settings and those spectra need to be

matched (combined) into a single one,

with checks to make sure the gas gain

was constant throughout.



Commercial Rossi counter, drawing courtesy Far West Technology Inc.,

www.fwt.com This counter, which costs $3800 (2007), has a built-in calibration

source which can be aimed at or away from the active volume.

http://www.fwt.com/


Microdosimetry reveals a great deal about the unknown radiation field and has

its own analysis methods. See ICRU 36 for details.

The lineal energy, y ≡ ε /l (dimension keV/μm) is the stochastic equivalent of

dE/dx or LET. ε is the energy imparted to the volume by a single event and l is the

mean chord length in that volume. For a sphere of radius r, l = (4/3)r.

The specific energy, z ≡ ε /m (dimension Gy) is the stochastic equivalent of dose

D. m is the total mass contained in the fiducial volume.

d(y) is the dose probability density of y. d(y) dy is the fraction of absorbed dose

associated with y in dy. Because y ranges over many decades, it must be plotted

logarithmically. So that equal areas on a log plot will still correspond to equal

doses, one uses

Microdosimetric Data Analysis

and plots y d(y) on a log plot. Log plots of y d(y) or z f(z) allow the expert to

identify the kind of radiation involved and its typical energy and to compute

RBE and total dose. A few examples follow.



These y d(y) plots (Coutrakon et al. (Med. Phys. 24 (1997) 1499) show the lineal energy

distribution in a range modulated proton therapy beam at various proton energies and

locations in the SOBP. The single low-y group shows that almost all the dose is from

protons. Its width is due to the proton energy spread from range modulation.



This spectrum taken on the distal edge of the

SOBP is still mostly protons but the average

lineal energy is much higher because the

protons are low energy (mix of 0-10 MeV).

Coutrakon et al. show that the proton RBE in

this region is ≈ 1.6 as opposed to ≈ 1

elsewhere.

This spectrum is taken 5 cm beyond the SOBP

where the dose is mostly from very low energy

recoil protons coming from a mix of neutrons. It

is qualitatively different from the previous one.

The characteristic ‘proton edge’ at 140 keV/μm

is from low energy protons that have the

maximum possible stopping power.



30
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This figure from Binns and Hough

(Rad. Prot. Dosim. 70 (1997) 441)

illustrates the full power of

microdosimetry. The neutron

component (10-100 keV/μm) falls

steadily with increasing distance

(15, 30, 120 cm) from the beam

axis. The low LET component has

a strong flare at 30 cm, just outside

the shadow of the patient

collimator, attributed to unblocked

protons from the beam window

and scattering system. Because of

their low LET this has relatively

little effect on the equivalent dose

(mSv) to the patient. Nevertheless,

this proton leakage was blocked

later by additional shielding.



The SOI (Silicon-On-Insulator) microdosimeter is a relatively new, not yet

commercial technique (Wroe et al., Med. Phys. 34 (2007) 3449 and references

therein). Here the fiducial volume actually is of μm dimensions. A large array (4800

30×30×10 μm cells) is used to get enough signal. Even so, the whole detector is

small enough to be embedded in a phantom. A ½ mm polyethylene converter in

front of the array converts neutrons to recoil protons.



y d(y) spectrum measured in a proton

radiotherapy beam with the SOI detector.

The analysis follows standard

microdosimetry practice. The edge at 1

keV/μm is non- physical and comes from

the electronic cutoff of sensitivity. The

radiation is almost all protons with just a

hint of neutrons and the ‘proton edge’.

Neutron dose measured just outside the

proton field with the SOI detector. As

usual, the dose near the field edge is of

order mSv/Gy. This graph shows that, as

the patient collimator is closed down, the

neutron dose goes up. Fewer protons stop

in the patient but more stop in the

collimator and these are more spread out

by the time they reach the patient.



Neutron Detector Summary

Moderated neutron counters are easy to use, sensitive, and measure dose equivalent

(H) with reasonable accuracy. However, they are bulky and difficult to incorporate

into a patient phantom. They are generally used to measure H near the target

volume or to monitor the low dose in radiation-worker or public areas.

Bubble counters are small, inexpensive, reusable and real-time. They can be inserted

into a phantom and measure H reasonably well. They are sensitive enough to

measure dose to the patient and radiation workers.

Large plane-parallel ion chambers can be used to measure D if it is known a priori

that it is mostly from neutrons. In that case, they are simple and absolute.

Track-etch detectors are the most common commercial monitor for radiation

protection. They are not very sensitive, but can give some information on RBE.

Tissue-equivalent proportional counters (TEPC’s) used with microdosimetry

techniques give by far the most information about the radiation field. The

equipment is commercially available. However, data collection and interpretation are

relatively complicated and best left to the experts. Silicon-on-insulator (SOI)

microdosimetry arrays are compact but not yet commercially available. The relatively

high charge threshold should not be a problem for neutrons.


